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SpeciIc heat of pure and thoriated USei3 at low temperatures in high magnetic lields
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J. L. Smith and Z. Fisk
Center for Material Science, Los Alamos 1Vational Laboratory, Los Alamos, ¹wMexico 87545

(Received 8 May 1989; revised manuscript received 14 August 1989)

We have measured the specific heat of pure and thoriated (3.3% thorium) UBe~3 in the temper-
ature interval 0.3-1.8 K in applied magnetic fields up to 20 T, and find striking qualitative
diNerences between the two systems. For pure UBe» the electronic coe%cient of specific heat y,&

l C&( T)/ Tl is noticeably suppressed by a field of 20 T at 1.8 K; below 1 K, however, this reduc-
tion from the low-6eld, normal-state value tends to zero. For the 3.3% thoriated sample, the
high-temperature value of y, l is relatively insensitive to strong magnetic fields, but at lower tem-
peratures the suppression of y, l becomes much stronger, reaching nearly 40% at 0.35 K in a 6eld
of 20 T. This behavior is similar to that observed in most cerium-based heavy-fermion systems.

The properties of the heavy-fermion superconductor
UBei3, and of heavy-fermion systems (HFS) in general
have raised many interesting questions in recent years. '

At low temperatures the properties are those of a nearly
localized itinerant electron system characterized by an
electron effective mass several hundred times larger than
the bare electron mass. Attempts have been made to de-
scribe the low-temperature properties of HFS as a "Kon-
do lattice, "that is, a periodic array of magnetic scatterers;
surprisingly, many properties at low temperatures can be
described by a single-ion Kondo model. The electronic
coefBcient of specific heat y, 1 (which is proportional to the
electron eff'ective mass) of CeA13, CeCu6, and nonsu-
perconducting CeCu3Si2 (Ref. 6) is strongly reduced by
the application of moderate magnetic 6elds ( & 10 T) at
low temperatures [although recent measurements of the
speci6c heat of superconducting CeCu2Si2 (Ref. 7) at 2.4
K show a much smaller reduction of y,1 in 23 T1.. This is
the expected behavior if the large effective mass of the
conduction electrons is caused by Kondo-like scattering
from the magnetic moments. Studies of UBei3 in magnet-
ic 6elds have shown that the normal-state speci6c heat is
reduced by about 10% in 13 T at 2 K, but is independent
of 6eld (M & 8 T) below 1 K. Samples doped with a few
percent thorium in place of uranium have shown that in
addition to the appearance of a second transition at low
temperatures, 9 the specific heat below 1 K may be slightly
more dependent on magnetic 6eld. 'o

In this work we focus on the low-temperature speci6c
heat of UBe|3 in strong magnetic fields in order to deter-
mine if a magnetic Geld suppression of y,1, similar to the
previously mentioned examples, can be observed. We
have extended the range of results on the speci6c heat of
UBei3 and Uo967Th0. 033Bei3 and Uo.967Th0.033Bei3 to ap-
plied magnetic 6elds up to 20 T for temperatures between
0.3 and 1.8 K, and our results show that UBe~3 is qualita-
tively much different from U0967Tho(j338e)3 as well as the

cerium-based HFS.
The specific heat was measured using the standard ac

calorimetric technique. " The driving frequency v of the
sample heater was between 0.75 and 2.00 Hz, and the am-
plitude of the 2v temperature oscillation was always
& 0.5% of the ambient sample temperature. Because the

thermal diff'usivity (ratio of thermal conductivity to
specific heat) of the UBei3 is very small, thin ffakes of
sample (maximum thickness of 0.006 in. ) were used to
reduce the internal thermal time constant. The samples,
with a total weight of a few tenths of a milligram, were
mounted on a thin sapphire disk using either Wake6eld
thermal grease or silver epoxy, along with a thermometer
(a small chip of Matsushita 100-0 resistor) and a CrTi
thin-film heater. The heat capacity of the addenda was
always less than 15% of that of the samples, and was mea-
sured separately and subtracted from the data. Four
0.003-in. -diam brass wires provided a weak thermal link
(0.7 pW/K at 1 K) to an epoxy-brass wire composite post
which acted as a strong thermal hnk (100 pW/K at 1 K)
to the 3He- He mixture of a top-loading dilution refri-
gerator. The ambient sample temperature was controlled
by applying heat to the thermally isolated end of the
epoxy-brass wire post and keeping the refrigerator at a
base temperature of 40 mK. The data presented here
were obtained by cooling the samples in zero 6eld to low
temperatures, applying a magnetic 6eld, then slowly
warming the sample. Magnetic 6elds were supplied by
resistive solenoids at the Francis Bitter National Magnet
Laboratory.

The sample thermometer was calibrated in zero 6eld
with a calibrated germanium thermometer. To calibrate
in magnetic 6eld we have assumed that the temperature of
the post at a 6xed external power input (with the dilution
refrigerator at base temperature) was independent of
magnetic 6eld; this assumption is only valid above approx-
imately 0.4 K, as at lower temperatures the effects of eddy
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current heating caused by magnetic Seld ripple are no
longer negligible. This lower limit was determined by
both theoretical estimates of heating and by comparison
with results obtained with an 8-T superconducting magnet
(which has no 6eld ripple). Our assumption also implies
that the thermal conductivity of brass is independent of
Seld, so as a test for self-consistency we have measured
the thermal conductivities of both the weak and strong
thermal links and 6nd them to be constant in magnetic
6eld. Magnetoresistive corrections to the speci6c-heat
data were largest at high temperatures in strong 6elds,
where dR/dT increased by 15% between 0 and 20 T at 1.8
K, but were less than 5% below 1 K.

In Fig. 1 we show the results for the speciSc heat of
polycrystalline UBe~3 divided by temperature versus tem-
perature for several values of applied magnetic 6eld. The
lattice contribution is negligible. Vfe have pinned our re-
sults at 1 K in zero 6eld to results for samples with a simi-
lar T„' and estimate our total mass to be 0.52 pmol, in
agreement with direct measurements of the sample
weight, which had an uncertainty of 20%. In zero 6eld the
normal state y, &

increases weakly with decreasing temper-
ature, and a sharp superconducting transition occurs at
0.90 K. In an applied Seld of 9 T, the data are slightly re-
duced from the zero-6eld data above T„but this reduc-
tion is within a factor of 2 of the estimated relative error
of 2-3% The sup. erconducting transition has been com-
pletely suppressed over the entire temperature range
covered. For analysis we assume y, ~ in 9 T is approxi-
mately equal to its Gctitious zero-Geld normal-state value
for T & T„and compare the higher-Geld data to the 9 T
data. The speciGc heat in 15 T is reduced by 9% at 1.8 K,
in fair agreement with the results of Ref. 10. However, as
the temperature is lowered, this reduction decreases, so
that below 0.7 K the 15 and 9 T data are indistinguishable
within our resolution. At 20 T, the data at 1.8 K are re-
duced by approximately 14%, and at lower temperatures
this reduction initially becomes more substantial. Howev-
er, below 1 K this trend reverses itself, and y, ~ becomes
less sensitiue to magnetic 6eld as the temperature is
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FIG. 2. The percent change of the 20 T data relative to the 9
T data vs temperature for UBe~3. The data have been smoothed,
and the error bar shown was determined by the root-mean-
square deviation of the smoothed data from the actual data.
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lowered further. This behavior is shown in Fig. 2, where
we have plotted the percent change of the speci6c heat in
a 6eld of 20 T relative to the 9 T data as a function of
temperature. Based on the data shown in Fig. 2, and the
behavior of the data at 15 T, we then infer that at 'some

temperature lower than the range covered here the speciSc
heat at 20 T will be the same as that at 9 T.

The data taken for polycrystalline UQ9s7ThQ Q33Be~3 (es-
timated mass equals 0.31 pmol as determined by pinning
our results at 0.7 K in zero 6eld to those of Ref. 12) are
shown in Fig. 3. The behavior in magnetic Seld is qualita-
tively very different from that for UBe&3. Two sharp tran-
sitions are observed at 0.60 and 0.42 K. There is a small
reduction in y, t at 1.4 K (the highest temperature studied
for this sample) by the application of 6elds as high as 20
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FIG. 1. Specific heat divided by temperature vs temperature
for UBe/3 in apphed magnetic 6elds of 0 (solid), 9 (dotted), 15
(dashed), and 20 (dot-dashed) T. The absolute value of the
specific heat was determined by pinning our results at 1.0 K in
zero field to those of Ref. 12 for polycrystalline UBe&3.

T (I()
FIG. 3. Specific heat divided by temperature vs temperature

for UQ.967ThQ.Q33Be&3 for several values of applied magnetic fields.
The absolute value of the specific heat was determined by pin-
ning our results at 0.7 K in zero field to those of Ref. 12 for a
sample with a thorium concentration of 0.0331.
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T. As the temperature is lowered, however, the effect of
the Geld becomes much more pronounced —at 0.35 K, the
20-T data is reduced by nearly 40% from the 9 T data. In
Fig. 4 we have replotted the data at 6xed temperatures
(0.35 and 0.70 K) and show C/T as a function of magnet-
ic 6eld. The observed reduction at 0.35 K is essentially
linear with Geld, and we 6nd the slope to be —46
mJ/(molTK ). A linear least-squares 6t is shown in the
Ggure as a solid line. At 0.70 K, the data vary more weak-
ly with magnetic 6eld, and only above 10 T do we begin to
see a strong reduction in C/T. This linear reduction in
Geld is similar to that observed in CeA13. '

Data taken for a sample with 1.5% thorium were quali-
tatively similar to the data for Up967Thpp338e~3, but the
observed reduction of y,~ in Geld at low temperatures was
nearly three times smaller. Thus the differences between
the pure and thoriated samples are not extrinsic but relat-
ed to the amount of thorium. More detailed measure-
ments on the variation with thorium concentration will be
presented else~here.

While we have no complete theoretical interpretation
for these results, our observations indicate a crossover to a
low-temperature state for which the correlations resulting
in the large electron effective mass are more resistant to
the effects of magnetic 6eld. One possible explanation is
that as the temperature is lowered below 1.8 K the UBe~3
is crossing over from single-ion Kondo behavior to that of
a coherent Kondo lattice (the resistivity peak which is
usually associated with the onset of coherent behavior
occurs at 2.4 K). If the renormalized Kondo temperature
Tg. below 1 K is enhanced from the single-ion value Tx,
than a larger characteristic 6eld for the suppression of
spin-flip scattering occurs at lower temperatures. Varia-
tional calculations' indicate that the characteristic ener-
gy scale may be greatly enhanced as one enters the
coherent state, although perturbation calculations'5 show
the effect to be very weak. The addition of (nonmagnetic)
thorium to the system would then alter the periodicity of
the magnetic scatterers, and suppress (or possibly elimi-
nate) the crossover to coherent behavior. Resistivity mea-

surements' have shown that 3.3% thoriated samples have
no resistance peak at 2.4 K, reflecting a suppression of
coherence. This crossover picture is inconsistent with
other results, however. Magnetoresistance studies' on
UBe~3 have been interpreted using a single-ion Kondo
model with a Kondo temperature that decreases with de-
creasing temperature. Also, the incoherent-to-coherent
crossover below 1 K has been well documented in
speci6c-heat studies of CeCuzSiz and CeA13, systems
which show a clear suppression of y, ~ by magnetic 6elds
while in the coherent state. Clearly a fundamental
difference between these systems and UBe~3 must be ex-
plained in order to ascribe the observed properties of
UBe~3 to the onset of coherence.

Auerbach and Levin' suggest that the properties of
heavy-fermion systems are dominated by a single, tern
perature indepen-dent energy scale Tx, but we have been
unable to 6nd a 6eld-dependent Kondo temperature Tx
(H) which scales our UBe~3 data onto a single universal
curve. This failure may be due to the high degree of po-
larization of the conduction electrons below 2 K in strong
magnetic 6elds.

In the quadrupolar Kondo model for uranium HFS, '

below the Kondo temperature the properties of the U sites
become dominated by a proposed nonmagnetic I 3 doublet
ground state arising from crystal-6eld splitting. As the
temperature is lowered the effective moment approaches
zero, again requiring larger 6elds for Zeeman splitting of
the levels. This model then correctly predicts the observed
temperature dependence of y, ~ for UBe~3 in large Gelds. If
the presence of small amounts of thorium in the system is
sufftcient to appreciably alter the crystal 6eld and
suppress the formation of the 1 3 doublet, the data for the
6eld dependence of UQ9$7ThQQ33Be~3 can also be ex-
plained. Both UBe~3 and ThBe~3 have cubic NaZn/3
structure, and neutron scattering has shown the lattice
constants for these two systems differ by only a few per-
cent. z Assuming the crystal 6elds at the U (Th) sites are
dominated by nearest-neighbor Be atoms, the quadrupolar
state would have to be extremely sensitive for low concen-
trations of thorium to suppress its formation.

In summary, we have made the first measurements of
the speciGc heat of pure and thoriated UBe~3 below 1 K in
magnetic Gelds in excess of 10 T. We Gnd that while the
speci6c heat of UQ.9$7ThQ. Q33Be&3 is more strongly reduced
by these 6elds as the temperature is lowered, UBe~3 be-
comes less sensitive to 6eld at lower temperatures. More
detailed work in both theory and experiment is required
before this qualitative difference or the differences be-
tween the U-based and Ce-based heavy-fermion systems
can be fully understood.

0.5
0 5 t0 J5 25

B [T]
FIG. 4. Specific heat divided by temperature vs magnetic

Geld for Up. 9$7Thp. p33Be&3 at temperatures of 0.35 and 0.70 K.
The solid line is a linear least-squares fit to the data at 0.35 K
with a slope of —46 mJ/(molTK ). The absolute value of the
specific heat was determined as for Fig. 3.
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